FEBRUARY 2019 NON-FICTION & GRAPHIC NOVELS

Carter reads the newspaper
Call # JUV 921 WOO Hopkinson, Deborah
Carter G. Woodson didn’t just read history. He changed it.” As the father of Black History Month, he
spent his life introducing others to the history of his people.

The Frog Book
Call # JUV 597.8 FRO Jenkins, Steve
Long legs, sticky tongues, big round eyes, and other dazzling features—what's not to love about
frogs? With more than 5,000 different frog species on the planet, in every color of the rainbow and a
vast number of vivid patterns, no creatures are more fascinating to learn about or look at.

The Giver: graphic novel
Call # JUV 741.5 GIV Lowry, Lois
Jonas' life assignment is as the Receiver of Memory, where he will apprentice the Giver and become a
storehouse of all the things humanity left behind when it entered utopia: color, emotion, and even more
complicated secrets.

Hidden figures: the true story of four black women and the space race
Call # JUV 921 HID Shetterly, Margot Lee
Explores the previously uncelebrated but pivotal contributions of NASA's African American women
mathematicians to America's space program, describing how Jim Crow laws segregated them despite
their groundbreaking successes.

Hombre perro
Call # JUV 741.5 DOG Pilkey, Dav
George and Harold create a new comic book hero in Dog Man, a crimefighter with the head of a police
dog and the body of a policeman, who faces off against his archnemesis Petey the cat.
George y Harold crean un nuevo héroe de cómic en Dog Man, un luchador contra el crimen con la
cabeza de un perro policía y el cuerpo de un policía, que se enfrenta al enemigo Petey, el gato.

I said no! : a kid-to-kid guide to keeping private parts private
Call # JUV 613.6 SAI King, Zack
Written from a kid's point of view, I said no!, helps kids set healthy boundaries for their private parts,
and describes how to deal with inappropriate behavior by others.

Memphis, Martin, and the mountaintop: the sanitation strike of 1968
Call # JUV 331.892 Duncan, Alice Faye
This historical fiction picture book presents the story of nine-year-old Lorraine Jackson, who in 1968
witnessed the Memphis sanitation strike--Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s final stand for justice before his
assassination--when her father, a sanitation worker, participated in the protest.

Narwhal’s otter friend: a narwhal and jelly book
Call # JUV 741.5 NAR Clanton, Ben
There is a new animal friend in town, Otty (the otter) who is a self-proclaimed explorer. Narwhal is so
happy to make a new friend and plan an epic adventure together. However, Jelly soon starts to feel left
out and decides to find a new friend out of jealously.

The stuff of stars
Call # JUV 523.1 STU Bauer, Marion Dane
A seamless blend of science and art, this picture book reveals the composition of our world and beyond
— and how we are all the stuff of stars.

Titanosaur: discovering the world’s largest dinosaur
Call # JUV 567.913 TIT Pol, Diego
Through a combination of photographs and illustrations, this picture book will tell the story of the
discovery of this new dinosaur, while weaving in exciting facts about what life was like for this brand
new species that doesn't even have an official name yet! Chock-full of back matter like a glossary, a
dinosaur time period chart, and a gatefold and/or inside jacket poster of the Titanosaur cast, kids of all
ages will devour this book.

